Your digital
partner in the
‘new normal’ world
The use of digital technology to treat patients and connect clinical
teams is the ‘new normal’, providing safe care and convenient access.
Visiba provides high quality, stable and user-friendly digital software
to support patients, clinicians and providers.
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What ‘good’ looks like

What is the value of Visiba Care to the healthcare system and beyond?

Value for
patients
Easy to use

Patient satisfaction
score of 98%

Familiar

Software branded to NHS
provider – understandable for
patients and increased patient
trust

Reduced
waiting time

See your clinician without
delay

Convenient

Reduced travel time and costs

Safer attendance
Reduced risk of infection

Equitable

Accessible healthcare for
everyone, regardless of
location

Easy

Multiple ways to liaise with
healthcare professionals

Choice

Patients can choose their
preferred care/communication
method

Value for
clinicians
Reliable

99.9% uptime

Trusted

Digital health heritage of
six plus years

Extensive

Unparalleled range of
functionality
compared to competitors

Flexible

Multiple ways to initiate,
configure and manage patient
contact

Patient feedback

Instant monitoring allowing
you to understand and review
patient ratings

Ready to go

Value for
providers
Reliable

Our goal is to provide outstanding digital solutions which support clinicians to deliver outstanding care, improve
patient outcomes and drive transformation across populations and pathways.

Cost benefit analysis

Visiba Care has been proven to reduce the length in consultation time by 40-60%.
In 2018/19, there were roughly 123,000,000 outpatient appointments, 30% (36,900,000) of which are suitable
for virtual consultation.

99.9% uptime

Familiar

Software branded to NHS
provider - understandable and
trustworthy for patients

Efficient

Easy to allocate and
understand resource

Convenient

Reduced travel time and costs

Safer attendance

Reduced risk of infection
and easier rehabilitation of
personnel with burnout

Easy to use

Just a few hours training and
you’re good to go

Stable system ready and
designed for patients. Used in
the Nordics, the Netherlands
and the UK.

Accessible healthcare for
everyone, regardless of
location

Better outcomes

Easy

Improve patient outcomes with
prompt and responsive care

Increase value and efficiency

Equitable

Multiple ways to liaise with
healthcare professionals

Choice

Patients & HCP can choose
preferred care/communication
method

Consultation channel

Consultation time in minutes

Clinician time in hours for
virtual consultations

Face to face

20

12,300,000

Visiba Care

12

7,380,000

Time saved

8

4,920,000

Primary care

Secondary care

DNA rate

DNA rate

Average cost of appt

£30.00

Appointments suitable for
virtual consultation (30%)
in 2018/19

92,100,000

Average cost of appt

£120.00

Appointments suitable for
virtual consultation (30%)
in 2018/19

36,900,000

Cost of DNA for
virtual
consultations

Consultation
channel

% of DNA

Cost of DNA
for virtual
consultations

Consultation % of DNA
channel

Face-to-face

5%

£138,150,000

Face-to-face

8%

£354,240,000

Visiba Care
digital
consultation

2%

£55,260,000

Visiba Care
digital
consultation

2%

£88,560,000

£82,890,000

Cost savings

Cost savings

*DNA rates based on patient-initiated meetings through customer data provided in Visiba Care

£265,680,000

Visiba Care can:
Improve patient outcomes
•
•
•

Reduce waiting lists
Save patients time and money through reduced travel and missed work
Reach new patient groups

Improve population outcomes
•
•

Include multiple healthcare professionals in the management of each patient
Invite stakeholders such as housing, therapists, nursing teams and social care to patient meetings

Optimise resource utilisation
•
•
•
•

Measure and reduce DNA rates
Save money on expensive building costs
Reduce CO2 emissions
Save money through reduced travel expenses

For a demonstration of what ‘good’
digital health looks like, contact
Tina Marshall, Visiba Care
UK Country Manager,
on +44 (0) 1865 502503

